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ABSTRACT
Due to the nature of its business as well as its size, the Department of Defense(DOD) Acquisition Community has probably been one of the most studied and written about organizations in the world.
My perception is that until recently most of the studies have been involved with the acquisition process; looking for ways improve the process to pr-vent future debacles like the $600.00 toilet seat, $400.00 hammer, etc.
But if we look at the last few studies, including the Packard Commission Report in '86 and the Defense Management Review in 1989, we can see a growing concern regarding the quality of the acquisition workforce.
It shouldn't have come as any surprise therefore, when, after two recent major snafus in the DOD acquisition arena (Ill Winds and the A-12) debacle), strong new legislation was ihtroduced to improve the quality of the acquisition workforce! This new legislation, the Defense Acquisition Workforce Improvement Act (DAWIA) of 1989, was designed to address the workforce ills perceived by the Packard Commission and described in their final report as... "Compared to its industry counterparts, this workforce is undertrained, underpaid and :nex1,er:enced.
It is vitally important to enhance the quality of the defense acquisition workforce.. .both by attracting qualified new personnel and by improving training and motivation of current perscnnei." This paper addresses the events leading up tc. DAWIA, the details of the legislation itself and, finally, -he impacts of the DAWIA on the Navy's Aerospace Engineering Duty Officer Comrrunity. i had hoped to be able to be much more definitive _ega,:dirng the impacts of the law, but as the paper points out, remrarkable chanes in the world situation have had tremendous iLmpacts on the DOD Acquisition Community.
Consequently, the law is far from being fully implemented and it is difficult tc fullly ap;recicte what the true impacts of DAWIA will be.
Considerina how c,-stly his legislation would be, however, and considering .he currer-deeZ defense budget cuts, it is diff:cult zo bel tha' i is legislation will ever be i I •eent c as env'iszcn ' C-ncreiýs.
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INTRODUCTION
In June of 1990, as a result of his concern regarding the perceived impact of the Defense Acquisition Workforce Improvement Act (DAWIA) on the uniformed Naval Aviation Community, the Commander, Naval Air Systems Command(COMNAVAIR), issued a memo directing the formation of the DAWIA Executive Study Team (DEST). The function of the DEST was to assist COMNAVAIR in assessing and controlling the overall impact of DAWIA on the uniformed Naval Aviation Community. 1 RADM W. L. Vincent, RADM(s) L. G. Elberfeld and RADM(s) W. J. Tinston were tasked to co-chair the team and I was tasked to act as Executive Recorder. I devoted the next five weeks almost full time to the effort before being transferred to the Industrial College of The Armed Forces in August of 1990. Capt Bill Belden was nominated as my relief to complete the study.
Although the task was not complete when I left, much had been accomplished.
The team was in place and had held numerous meetings, all of the major issues had been identified and inputs on all of those major issues had been provided to me.
It was frustrating to leave the study before it was completed and I was delighted to have this research opportunity to see it through. As an "off the scale" ISTJ reaching closure on this issue has been very fulfilling!
Although much of what I incorporated into the NAVAIR DAWIA study is also reflected in this paper, i.e., background, specifics of the law and perceived impacts, this research goes beyond that study.
More in-depth research has been accomplished on DAWIA background and, most importantly, the extra 3-4 months has allowed me to address this process with somewhat more currency.
I hasten to add, however, that this whole process is just beginning to evolve. When one considers the many concurrent events taking place in this rapidly changing world that are also having a tremendous impact on the way we do business, it may be years before we are able to segregate and assess the true impacts of the Defense Acquisition Workforce Improvement Act! Documenting credits for this paper has been very difficult for two reasons.
First, much of the background information came from a collection of numerous DAWIA briefs that had been presented within DOD over the last two years. Many of the "hard copies" of those briefs were undocumented as to who, where, and when the briefs were given.
Secondly, as previously mentioned, I have incorporated some of what I had originally written for the DEST study into this paper, plus I've included portions completed by my successor on the team.
I have made every effort to ensure that proper credit was given where appropriate.
My thanks to Captain Bill Belden as well as the ASN(RDA) DAWIA staff for keeping me in the loop as DAWIA continued to evolve.
1
BACKGROUND
The United States Department of Defense(DOD), which provides full or partial employment to almost 10 million people and has a budget of approximately $300 billion, is far and away the largest and most complex business organization in the world. 2 Like most large organizations it has been in a continuous state of refinement and reorganization; evolving from a small, independent and somewhat self-sufficient organization into a huge monopsonistic organization that provides employment opportunities to over 10% In the late eighties the DOD acquisition arena was rocked with the Ill Winds procurement scandal followed shortly by the Navy's A- Let's look at each of these areas in more detail. Unless otherwise noted, the main source for this section of the paper was the House Figure I assurance, and contracting and procurement.
These acquisition career fields/position categories are depicted in figure 1.18 By definition, everyone filling these positions is considered to be a part of the acquisition workforce as shown in figure 2 .19 As we shall see shortly, there will be a subset within the acquisition 8 workforce defined as the acquisition corps (Navy has chosen to call them acquisition professionals). -Currently be serving in a position of GS-13/0-4 or above.
-Possess a BS/BA from an accredited educational institution or be certified by the Career Program Board (part of the new organization required by the law) as having the potential for advancement to levels of greater authority and responsibility.
-Have completed 24 semester hours in business and management or 24 semester hours in their own field plus twelve semester hours in business and management.
-have a minimum of four years experience in an acquisition position.
Also, in the case of military personnel, selectees must be officers that are expected to be as promotable as all line officers of the same service, and civilian employees may be required to sign mobility statements. given equal opportunity to qualify and positions must be filled using a "best qualified" criteria.
-Through fiscal year 1996 a substantial increase must be made Obviously, the law is very specific in the guidelines it presents to professionalize the workforce. How the guidelines will be implemented will be addressed later in this paper. Let's now address the requirements for managing the workforce. Let's take a look at the new organizational structure responsible for managing this complex new organization. 
MANAGING THE WORKFORCE MANAGEMENT INFORMATION SYSTEMS -
" Oversee/Charter
Functional Boards. A graphic representation of the Navy's new acquisition organization is shown in figure 5 .27 How these positions are being filled and by whom will be addressed in detail later in this paper.
Now that we understand what the law is all about, we can take
a closer look at the impact that it will have on the Navy's Aerospace Engineering Duty officer (AEDO) community, as well as how well the implementation is progressing.
TME AEROSPAC RENGINEERING
DUTY OFFICZR COIDIUNITY
Before addressing the impacts of the law it is important to provide some insight into the purpose and the history of the AEDO community in order to facilitate understanding its relationship to the overall Naval acquisition process. As we shall see, this is an existing group that, for the most part, already "fits to a tee" the requirements of the DAWIA.
HISTORY OF THE AEDO COMUNITY 28
The genesis of the AEDO community dates all the way back to Regarding the requirement to substantially increase the number of civilian billets in the workforce, it is uncertain as to how that will be accomplished. Certainly, if that increase is at the expense of AEDO billets then there is reason to be concerned. This issue should be better defined within the next few months as the list defining critical acquisition billets is completed.
Recommendations submitted to COMNAVAIR on this issue were:
(1) NAVAIR propose legislative relief to redefine "critical" acquisition billets as O-6/GM-15 or senior. This would allow O-5/GM-14 billets to be identified as "experience gaining"
positions to assign non-acquisition identified perscnnel to without having to request waivers from the DACM. for all "neutral" acquisition jobs, detailers will lose any control they had over building community career patterns.
Career planning, from both an individual's perspective as well as the detailer's, will become much more difficult to achieve.
Currently detailers consider the needs of the Navy, career Recommendations to COMNAVAIR on this is were:
(1) NAVAIR establish, through the NAVAIR Career Management
Board, a joint military/civilian manning plan -to include a balance of military and civilians.
(2) NAVAIR establish a total force personnel management office.
(3) NAVAIR request that all AWOC decision packages contain both military and civilian nominees. The following issues were submitted to COMNAVAIR on this issue:
(1) NAVAIR request the AWOC, through the Acquisition Career
Program Board (ACPB), to require attendance at the acquisition basic course at DSMC for all military prior to initial acquisition billet assignment.
(2) NAVAIR request the AWOC, through the ACPB, establish policy for DSMC education equivalence at ICAF, NPS, and other appropriate service schools. Only time will tell how great that impact will be. Now that we've looked at the background of DAWIA, the law itself, and the issues it presents to the Navy AEDO community, let's take a look at how the law is being implemented.
DAmIWMPLIKEMITION
As is so often the case with new legislation, it has taken and continues to take time to figure These are but a few of the issues that are currently being discussed and that must be resolved before incorporation into the service level implementation documentation.
OBSERVATIONS
The purpose of this paper was to take a detailed look at the Defense Acquisition Workforce Improvement Act, including background, evolution, requirements, implementation, and impacts.
No attempt was made to judge the adequacy or the legitimacy of the law. That could be the subject for a whole new study and is certainly subject to many diverse opinions. Will DAWIA accomplish its intended purpose? There is no doubt that the law, if properly implemented, would enhance the overall professional qualifications of the acquisition workforce. The real question, in this environment however, is whether or not it will receive the attention and resources required to bring it to fruition, and...only time will tell!
